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ABOUT

Since 2021 Goldoni is part of the 
Keestrack Group. A stable network, 
personal commitment and a concer-
ted strategy form the foundation of 
the Keestrack management. 

Their innovative spirit unites the two 
European family businesses: Goldoni 
and Keestrack merge their experience 
and expertise from different sectors 
to develop machines for life. 

Goldoni facilitates everyday farm 
work. With an open eye and ear for 
the prevailing needs of agricultural 
operations, as well as with a sense of 
sustainable cultivation and environ-
mental responsibility, research and 
development are continuously pro-
moted. Products range from motor 
cultivators to multi-purpose and arti-
culated tractors to the both compact 
and stable specialized tractor models: 
Goldoni engineers versatile solutions 
for challenging demands – and pro-
vides 64 countries all over the world 
with Italian design and know-how.

A COMPANY 
TO RELY ON
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FACTS & FIGURES

102.000 m2 
PRODUCTION AREA AT THE PLANT 
IN MIGLIARINA DI CARPI

200 
DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE

64 
EXPORT COUNTRIES 
ALL OVER THE GLOBE

1926 
YEAR OF FOUNDATION
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USP & BENEFITS

Compact and maneuverable: the unique 
Goldoni features. Our Orchard and Equal wheel 
tractors display top performance in the special 
market – with their maneuverability and 
compact dimensions, they demonstrate 
Goldoni’s core strengths.

A solid network forms the unique foundation of 
Goldoni’s success. Close connection with 
dealers and customers enables us to react to 
factual needs. Know-how from different sectors 
empowers us to develop innovative and precise 
solutions. 

Whether compact efficiency or extensive 
performance – our products cover the full 
range of agricultural needs. For all this variety, 
Goldoni machines have one thing in common: 
their proven and reliable quality. 

CONNECTED 
TO PROMOTE 
INNOVATION

OUR STRENGTH IS 
THE BENEFIT FROM 
OUR MACHINES

GO WHERE 
OTHERS QUIT
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HISTORY & BRAND

OUR 
INNOVATIONS 
HAVE A LONG 
HISTORY
SINCE 1926 THE NAME GOLDONI
STANDS FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT.
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HISTORY & BRAND

ON THE PATH OF 
TECHNOLOGICAL 
PROSPERITY

TRIED AND TESTED 
OVER DECADES. 
Goldoni was founded in 1926: Spray 
pumps were among the first pro-
ducts, developed to support the work 
of farmers. With power mowers and 
motor cultivators, Goldoni launched 
its first machines on an industrial sca-
le in the 1950ies. For this equipment 
went down well with customers, but 
implicated some difficulties in hand-
ling, the need for specialized and mul-
ti-purpose tractors became evident 
– a product range constantly refined 
by Goldoni over decades. In 1964, GM4 
hit the market: Resilient, small-dimen-
sioned and easy to maneuver, this se-
ries soon asserted a unique position.

The 1970ies brought some alterations 
and the transformation from a general 
partnership to a joint-stock company, 
still entirely family-owned. A French 
branch was inaugurated, followed 
by the entering of the USSR market. 
Growth also extended to the range 
of manufactured machines – on one 
side, hobby gardeners came into fo-
cus. On the other side, Goldoni’s first 
conventional, non-isodiametric trac-
tor emphasizes the wider spectrum. 

The Goldoni plant in Migliarina di 
Carpi evolved into a center of interest 
for international delegations, and the 
management was keen to invest in 
the research and development 
department.

After a turbulent period at the begin-
ning of the 21st century, leading to a 
takeover by Lovol Arbos Group, time 
was ripe for a new chapter: Since 2021 
part of the Keestrack Group, today 
the Goldoni brand is fully reactivated 
and promotes the revitalization of a 
long-established reputation, based on 
the quality, innovativeness and user 
orientation of its machines.
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HISTORY & BRAND

A STORY OF 
ONGOING 
SUCCESS. 
Goldoni is all geared up: After the 
brand relaunch and equipped with a 
new emblem to guide the company 
into its second century, our machines 
will not experience a standstill. 
Modern product design that matches 
the tractors’ innovative technical 
features and a wider product ran-
ge mark the beginning of a new era.
Our logo mirrors our values: It shows 

EXPLORE 
NEW FIELDS

attachment to the brand’s tradition as 
well as forward-thinking inspiration. 
The lines seize on the shape of past 
bonnets and connect to farm work, to 
the plowing of the soil. Moreover, the 
design refers to the Keestrack Group 
logo. The typical red coloring ensures 
stable brand recognition: It must be a 
Goldoni. 
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HISTORY OF GOLDONI

TOGETHER WE 
CULTIVATE A 
SUSTAINABLE 
FUTURE

VISION & MISSION
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VISION & MISSION

Goldoni strives to find innovative and 
sustainable solutions for agricultural 
demands, particularly with regard 
to challenging terrain and specific 
needs: We follow the approach of 
an integrated agronomic system to 
facilitate the tasks of our customers. 
It is our aim to assist farmers in their 
everyday work by providing them with 
versatile machines and solutions.

Specific machines are required to 
meet the demands that come along 
with cultivating orchards and 
vineyards. Proceeding from narrow 
conditions, our machines apply to 
agricultural particularities all over the 
world – and they will not stop at new 
challenges: Goldoni’s tractors are on 
the verge of moving on towards open 
field. 

It is our aspiration to develop solu-
tions in accordance with high quality 
standards, technological possibilities 
and forward-thinking environmenta-
lism. Farmers and their goals are what 
drive us. They rely on products that 
make their daily work easier in the 
long term and adapt to their needs. 
We see their challenges as our chal-
lenges too. That‘s why we develop 
MACHINES FOR LIFE.

Profound know-how and top perfor-
mance in the special market are our 
basis for continuous further develop-
ment. Thanks to our tightly woven net 
of distribution partners, we are able 
to offer comprehensive consultation, 
repair and maintenance service. 
All our efforts are guided by the 
Goldoni values: experiencing the spi-
rit of a family business, implementing 
high quality standards, promoting 
innovation and encouraging dialogue. 

IN THE 
FIELD FOR 
FARMERS 

EMPOWERED 
TO REACH 
GOALS 
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Besides being perfectly suited for transporta-
tion, the four-wheel drive T series lends itself 
especially to mountainous areas. Equipped with 
folding safety frame, protective grille, hydraulic 
braking system and differential lock on both 
the axles.

Exceptional instruments in nurseries, green-
houses and horticulture: The implements can 
be changed quickly, and these walking tractors 
are easily able to deal with the cutting, plowing, 
planting, mowing and pest control treatments 
required. 

Designed for a wide variety of specialistic use: 
Application of Compact tractors stretches 
from open fields to confined areas to transport 
requirements. Developed for farmers who need 
a versatile multifunction machine. 

COMPACT 
TRACTORS 

Minimized turning radius and compact articu-
lating structure: Equal wheel tractors play their 
strengths on the hillside and where plants grow 
on slopes. The lowered cockpit keeps the cen-
ter of gravity close to the ground. This series of 
isodiametric four-wheel drive tractors offers a 
choice between an articulated and a steering 
wheel version.

Compact wheelbase and maximum stability: 
Maneuverable and agile as Orchard tractors 
are, they make ideal partners for working in 
difficult conditions. The tractors of the catego-
ry-leading Q series feature – besides Orchard-
specific versatility – crawler-like strength and 
balance similar to that of Equal wheel tractors.

ORCHARD 
TRACTORS 

TRACTORS
WITH LOADING
PLATFORM

MOTOR-
CULTIVATORS 

EQUAL WHEEL 
TRACTORS 

We offer various solutions for professionals. 
With decades of experience, Goldoni develops 
agricultural machinery, suitable for orchards as 
well as vineyards, for olive and hazelnut groves, 
for miscellaneous special crops – all over 
the world. 

FOR EACH 
FIELD OF 
APPLICATION

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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T40

T80

E20C50 S80

E40-50-60

M10

S100-110

E70-80-90-100

M15

Q100-110

4 cyl engine 49 HP
12+12+4 Fast reverse 
transmission
Weight 1645 kg
Wheelbase 1723 mm

4 cyl engine 75 HP
16+8 transmission 40Kph
Weight 1900 kg
Wheelbase 1830 mm

2 cyl engine 22 HP
Articulated 6+3 transmission 
Weight 750 kg
Wheelbase 1000 mm

3 cyl engine up to 49 HP
Steering Wheel or Articulated 
8+4 or 16+16 Transmission 
Weight up to 1650 kg 
Wheelbase 1370 mm

3 cyl engine 38 HP
Steering Wheel or Articulated
8+8 Transmission 
Weight 1900 kg
Loading up to 4500 kg

Diesel Engine 11 HP
4+3 transmission
Gearstop
Weight 150 kg

Diesel Engine 12 HP
4+1 transmission
Gearstop
Weight 255 kg

3 cyl engine 71 HP
Steering Wheel or Articulated
8+8 Transmission 
Weight 1940 kg
Loading up to 4500 kg

4 cyl engine up to 105 HP
24+12 transmission
Weight 2375 kg
Wheelbase 1973 mm

4 cyl engine up to 105 HP
24+12 Transmission
Weight 2375 kg
Wheelbase 1923 mm

3/4 cyl engine up to 92 HP
Steering Wheel 
16+16 Transmission 
Weight up to 2375 kg
Wheelbase 1505 mm

COMING SOON

ORCHARD
TRACTORS

MOTOR-
CULTIVATORS

EQUAL 
WHEEL 
TRACTORS

TRACTORS
WITH LOADING 
PLATFORM

COMPACT
TRACTORS

OPEN
FIELD
TRACTORS

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Our aim is to facilitate the work of farmers. Therefore we provide 
comprehensive agronomic supply and service: In line with digital 
transformation, we offer smart farming systems to monitor all the 
operations of Goldoni’s machines. Moreover, we offer financial 
support to back investments in new machines, we go in for highly 
satisfying aftersales service, and we provide accessories, parts and 
implements – always striving to meet the needs of our customers.

Parts & Service. Maximum efficiency, 
maximum reactivity: We support our 
customers with continuous efforts. 
Competent personnel and shortened 
delivery times as well as state-of-the-
art warehousing are our key strate-
gies to achieve process optimization. 
Each component of our products 
is developed to perform safely and 
efficiently. Fitted with original spare 
parts, a Goldoni tractor retains its 
high value over time.

Goldoni Care. Our additional service 
to provide customers worldwide with 
comprehensive insurance coverage, 
dedicated claims handling and full-
service administration: Together with 
an experienced international partner, 
we protect our customers’ assets – 
for we are committed to a satisfying 
long-term relationship with Goldoni 
owners. 

Goldoni Finance. Our support for 
customers and dealers who wish to 
promote their businesses: Goldoni 
offers tailor-made leasing and finan-
cing solutions for anyone planning an 
investment or developing the sale of 
professional equipment.

G FARM. Digital agriculture in an easy-
to-understand and comprehensive 
way: Designed for farmers, G-FARM 
spans telemetry and Agriculture 4.0, 
providing data analysis and decision 
support as well as sensor and pre-
cision agriculture – integrated in a 
single platform. G-FARM functions as 
an intuitive portal to a smart farming 
experience. 

KEEN TO KEEP 
TRACK OF 
CUSTOMER CARE 

SERVICE & COSTUMER CARE



Goldoni Keestrack srl
Via Canale 3, 41012 Migliarina di Carpi
Modena, ITALY
T +39 0522 640111
reception@goldoni-keestrack.net

goldoni.com
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